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Statement of The Case 
I started the 32 acre project in October AD 2004 and immediately applied for 
annexation into the City of Priest River, Idaho. I drew up my first conceptual 
design, began a Traffic Study, hired Whipple Engineering & Consulting and 
surveyor Todd Emerson. Six months later, I signed a contract to sell the project to 
Peter Mosslang, who later threatened the Cooks and the Plaintiff. I then canceled 
the contract thru an escape clause I'd put in it. "R" "Vol. 1. p. 003. all" 
For three months, I called many developers and many large builders which 
yielded no firm deals. One month later, I brought in the claimed to be Christian, 
Nathan-David. We agreed to a private Ecclesiastical Law contract and that he 
would be a fifty/fifty (50/50) buyer and owner, along with the Plaintiff as the same. 
We agreed to have our Private Spiritual Religious Societies be the two buyer's. His 
is " Hebrew Ministry's " ( hence HM-1 ) and mine is the " Ones of The Dove ". 
When I attempted to record our two Spiritual Society's documents with the Bonner 
County Recorders office, She ( Marie Scott) denied us that secured Right. So we 
were then forced to close in our true Christian names. "R" "'Vol. 3. p. 136. p. 2." 
The value at closing was $600,000.00. Our project went well, for the first 
two (2) years, after which the True Defendant began acting as if he had the right to 
make all of the decisions. l told him that if he could not follow the original 
agreement, then I wanted to get out or cancel the contract and divide the project. 
The original terms of the contract are as follows: "R" "Vol. 3. p. 472. all" 
A. Terry-Lee had already hired an Engineer and a Surveyor, the basic 
design was completed and the 32 acres was surveyed, Annexation was applied for, 
short plat, long plat, and P.U.D. Were also applied for, some Planing Commission 
hearings were done and many meetings with city public works were done before 
closing June 19th A.D. 2006 with my second (new) partner Nathan-David. "R" 
"Vol. 2. p. 230-254." ~ 
B. Terry-Lee's duty's are to continue on with all of the plating procedures 
and all negotiating with all government agency's, and control of a11 on site work 
activities, which is Terry-Lee's expertise ( 21 prior land development projects ) 
which is Terry-Lee's Capita] investment , to date over $600,000.00 worth of 
Intellectual Property, cash and sweat equity invested. "R" "Vol. 3. p. 472. p. 4." 
C. Nathan-David's sole Capital investment is the infusion of cash to 
accomplish our goals set forth below: "R" "Vol. 3. p. 473. p. 5" 
D. Acquire all City approvals for four commercial lots and a 102 lot 
P.U.D., Complete all construction drawings ready for construction. Same p. 473. 
E. Actually install all utilities to our property lines ready for extension 
thru out our project. Same p. 474. 
F. Then market the project for $2,700,000.00, which would net us 
$1,000,000,00 profit each. The above are the basic terms of our private 
contract. "R" "Vol. 2. p. 298-312." 
After twelve months of trying to negotiate the original agreement, I made 
the true defendant several written offers to divide the project or just sell it off, all 
of which he ignored and/or sent back unopened. Nathan-David never once made 
any offer to buy me out or agree to a division. "R" "Vol. 3. p. 475. p. 9." 
During the project, his sons took one, two and three month time periods 
off from working on it. So I brought in my crew, three men, and we got a lot 
done. Then Nathan said "your crew can't use my equipment." In an attempt to cut 
my losses, I found a group of investors in Sandpoint, Idaho, willing to trade there 
one hundred forty (140) acre parcel with two and one half (2 ½) million board feet 
of timber on it for my one half ( ½ ) interest in the our project. The true 
Defendant, Nathan-David, blocked the proposed trade, although said group would 
have been a more financially beneficial partner for him. This raised the thought 
that I was now in a hostile "take-over" by the true defendant."R" "Vol.3.p.476.p.l l 
Additionally, I located three different lenders that would have loaned me 
$250,000 each but Nathan blocked all three of them and refused to negotiate. I 
reminded him that there was nothing in our contract that barred either one of us 
from borrowing against his own half interest in the project. I affirmed to him that 
he has the right to barrow against his half interest. "R" "Vol. 3. p. 475. p. 9." 
Subsequently, I sent the Defendant four proposals, via certified return 
receipt mail, requesting a division of our project. He returned all of them 
unopened. I then notified him by phone that if he refused to negotiate the division 
of the project that I would be forced to sue him for project dissolution and division. 
The Defendant refused to discuss it with me. "R" Vol. 2. p. 343-359" 
I began case CV200900788 on June 8th AD 2009, in Bonner County Idaho 
for good cause and met with the Clerk of the Court who immediately set up a 
status hearing for June 17th AD 2009 and she said Steve Yerby would be Judge. 
"R" "Vol. 1. p. 001-004. " 
On June 17th , I was sitting at the Plaintiffs table, when an unknown man 
walked in wearing a black robe. It was not Judge Steve Yerby whom I had 
anticipated. The man sat down and introduced himself as being retired fill-in 
Judge, James R. Michaud who was substituting for Judge Steve Yerby. He stated 
that he had reviewed the case earlier, the day before, with the clerk and was ready 
to proceed with the hearing. He obviously hadn't reviewed it enough, and I make 
the presumption that he wasn't Bonded nor did he have insurance nor have an Oath. 
"Tr" "Vol. 1. p. 1-7. " 
What sounded like a phone - started ringing . The fill-in Judge picked it up 
) {!) 
and said "Hello, this is Judge Michaud", as if he were expecting the call. 
"Tr" "Vol. 1. p. 1-7." 
He was on the phone for about thirty seconds when I raised my arm and 
asked "Who's on the phone?" I was going to object, and I was going to have him qualify himself 
to be the Judge. I could not hear what was being discussed (ex parte) and my witnesses seated 
close by, also, could not hear anything. He then blurted out, "Don't Talk While I'm On 
The Phone." He stopped me from objecting, So I waited. Approximately fifteen 
( 15) minuets later, Judge Michaud looked at me and said, "What do you have to 
say about Mr. Harrington's motion?" (It was a status hearing, not a motion 
hearing). I said again "Who's on the phone, is he an attorney or what?" "R" "Vol. 
3. p. 436-437." ; "PE" E. 10-11. all", read both! 
Then Judge Michaud said "I'm going to accept his motion and cancel this 
hearing." He hit the table with his gavel and said "Thank you Mr. Harrington" 
then got up and walked out of the door as if he were in a hurry to go somewhere. I 
turned to my witnesses and said, "What the hell just happened?" "Tr" "Vol 1.p.6-7 
My convictions (beliefs) now and my presumptions now are that the Clerk, 
the fill-in Judge Michaud and some attorney had prior (Ex parte) phone 
conversations and set said hearing events up so they could overcome the 
unrepresented litigant, the Plaintiff. "Tr" "Vol. 3. p. 436. p. 6." 
On that date June 1 ?111 A.D. 2009, my true partner Nathan-David failed 
(Never) to appear( ed )and to this day has never appeared. A legally built trust 
(NATHAN DAVID YOUNG) has intervened, which the record clearly reflects. 
"Tr" "Vol. 1. p. 3." ; "R" "Vol. 1. p. 008." 
I never received any prior notification from the true defendant that he had 
hired an attorney. I also received no correspondence or verbal notification from 
I I 
any attorney advising me that they were representing the true defendant at any 
upcoming hearing. I also received no advisement from the original Judge, the 
substitute Judge or the Court Clerk advising me that the True defendant or the 
claimed defendant would be represented, via phone conversation, at the June 1 ih 
scheduled status hearing. I was clearly blindsided, prejudiced, ordered to not talk 
and barred from due process oflaw. My cell phone is always on. Why no call? 
"Tr" "Vol. 1. p. 3." 
The record clearly reflects no prior notice of a phone appearance for anyone. 
"Tr" "Vol. 1. p. 3. " 
In discussing our private Ecclesiastical contract, the true defendant and I 
both agreed to rely on the Holy, Set Apart Scriptures to resolve any disagreements 
between us and that neither one would hire an attorney. We had a "hand shake" 
agreement with gentleman's honor for our private contract. Nathan-David told 
me that he was a devout Christian man and that I could trust him to abide by our 
agreement. (This whole thing has been quite a lesson.) "R" "Vol. 1. p. 136. p.2." 
On June 5th AD 2010, I received a notice from the clerk of the court (to my 
issued by another Judge named John T. Mitchell of Coeur d' Alene, Idaho, that 
was ordered and issued on June 2nd true and correct location) of a Default 
Judgment against a Legally "Built"Trust [TERRY-LEE], AD 2010. The reason that I 
received the Notice of Judgment was because said Judge put a "little yellow sticky 
note" on the Default Judgment advising the clerk to send a copy to my true and 
correct location (last known address) which is the very same address that was (is) 
shown on my original petition and original summons for this case as is reflected 
in the record. "R" "Vol. 1. p. 001-007." 
I responded to the notice of Default Judgment in a timely manner, within 
six days from date received, less than ten days from the date of issue of the Default 
Judgment, as I would have done with the Notice of Default. The next day I 
immediately went to the Clerk of the Court in Bonner county so I could review the 
record. Which is where I found that a Notice of Default document was signed by 
Judge Mitchell ( in his Chambers) on January 5th AD 2010 without my due 
process for a hearing, prior notice, advisement of the Court Clerk, no 
correspondence from the true Defendant, nor his attorney nor Judge Mitchell nor 
even a courtesy phone call from any one of the above. The record fails to reflect 
any event opposite to whats stated above. While at the Clerks office I reviewed 
the entire record, ordered 83 pages I never received and paid the Clerk $83.00 
dollars for such, then as soon as I got home I responded to such immediately. 
"ME" "p. 7-106" 
Why didn't Judge Mitchell make sure that I also received a copy of the 
January 5th Default document like he did on the June 2nd Default Judgment? 
"R""Vol. 1.p. 67." 
I then noted up a hearing to vacate the judgment and set a trial date. Judge 
Mitchell denied my Motion to vacate the Judgment and to set a trial date, so I 
immediately presented a Motion for Reconsideration which was also denied. I then 
presented a second Motion for Reconsideration, in a timely manner, which he also 
denied. So I appealed. "R" "Vol. 1. p. 106-113." 
On the day of the April Ith AD 2011 Hearing, neither the Defendant nor his 
attorney appeared so Judge Mitchell attempted to call the attorney by phone and 
got a busy signal. So he tried again and again then on the fourth try he got thru to 
the secretary and she got the attorney on the line who advised Judge Mitchell that 
his client did not want to pay for an appearance in court, an automatic default. 
Judge Mitchell then said "Would you like to appear by phone?" The attorney said 
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"Well, ah," "Well ah", "I guess so." See Addendum, C-D of hearing. 
At no prior hearing and at no future hearing did Judge Mitchell afford me 
(Terry-Lee) the same luxury, not once. Judge Mitchell should have defaulted the 
claimed defendant for a non-appearance, the record clearly reflects he was duly 
Noticed by Affirmed Service of the hearing and did not appear. Why didn't Judge 
Mitchell default him? See Addendum, C-D of hearing. 
Judge Mitchell so ruled that my fifty-one ( 51) exhibits are admitted into 
evidence and allowed my three witnesses to be affirmed on the stand to testify, 
under oath, to the facts contrary to the unsupported claims ( no supporting 
Evidence) by the claimed Defendant. He then, overwhelmingly, denied my 
Motion for Reconsideration. Judge Mitchell said there would be no more 
Reconsideration so I appealed to the Idaho Appellate and Supreme Courts. "R" 
"Vol. 2. p. 368-370." ; "R" "Vol. 3. p. 508." 
The fact, that no matter how much evidence I entered into the record, I was 
ruled against, three times. I have been denied due process of a trial due to 
intentional acts of no service to my true and correct name nor my true and correct 
location to receive post (last known address), a breach of lawful due process by the 
true Defendant who has never appeared to this day. All four Judges involved in 
this case have failed to advise the clerk to forward a copy of many of my 
documents to my true and correct location (last known address). Either way, the 
court caused a Breach of due Process of Law against me in the State of Idaho as to 
Idaho Rules of Civil Procedures 4(a), (2) and 5(a), (b), Rules 11 and 17, by having 
secret Ex parte meetings to over come the non represented litigant. June 17th 
Hearing by phone, listen to addendum C-D of said hearing. 
Since my primary domicile is the Washington Republic the Sister State Act 
applies in this case. In the book making the Record by Washington Appeals 
Court Judge Dennis J. Sweeney of Division III, he quotes U.S. Supreme Court 
Judge, Benjamin N. Cardozo ; The Judge, even when he is free, is still not 
wholly free. He is not to innovate at his pleasure. He is not a knight-errant, 
roaming at will in pursuit of his own ideal of beauty or of goodness. He is not to 
yield to spasmodic sentiment, to vague and unregulated benevolence. He is to 
exercise a discretion informed by tradition, methodized by analogy, disciplined by 
system, and subordinated to "the primordial necessity of order in the social life," 
Wide enough in all conscience is the field of discretion that remains. ( Yale 
University Press, 1960 ), 141. 
JS 
Issues on this Appeal - Errors and/or Abuses of Discretion 
1. When it changed, altered and/or amended my true name and my true location 
(my last known address) without my prior knowledge, consent or permission on 
various documents in this case file, which I clearly placed on the upper left comer 
of my original Petition and my original Summons, raises the question of whether 
said Court (and/or Clerk) erred and/or abused it's (her) discretion. "PE" E. 18.all" 
2. By failing and denying to instruct the District Court Clerk to acknowledge and 
reflect my True name and Correct location (my last known address) as submitted 
on my original Petition and original Summons, raises the question of whether 
Judge Steve Yerby erred and/or abused his discretion. "PE" E. 18. all" ; "R" 
"Vol. 1. p. 10-11." 
3. By failing and denying to give me prior notice that he was not going to be the 
sitting Judge and by failing to inform me that he appointed retired fill-in Judge 
James R. Michaud to substitute for him at the June 17th AD 2009 scheduled Status 
Hearing, raises the question of whether Judge Steve Yerby erred and/or abused his 
discretion. Furthermore, Judge Yerby failed to give me the opportunity to 
prejudice the substitute Judge and didn't disqualify himself until Sept. 25th , A.D. 
2009. "R" "Vol. 1. p. 10-11. " 
4. By failing and denying to give me prior notice (the record fails to reflect) that 
he would be substituting for Judge Steve Yerby at my scheduled Status Hearing 
)~ 
(not a Motion Hearing) on June 17th AD 2009, and when he Blurted Out "Don't 
Talk While I'm on the phone", raises the questions of whether retired fill-in Judge 
James R. Michaud , erred/or abused his discretion, and denied me the 
opportunity to qualify him or prejudice him. "R" "Vol. 1. p. 10-11. " 
5. By failing and denying to take an Oath to this case and when he failed and 
denied to seek our prior approval (which is required in Washington Court Rules) 
( the sister state act applies ) from the True Plaintiff and the True Defendant, 
Nathan-David, to sit on and hear said June 1 ill hearing, raises the question of 
whether retired fill-in Judge, James R. Michaud, erred and/or abused his 
discretion. The record fails to reflect such. "R" "Vol. 1. p. 10-11. " 
6. By their allowing (with out prior notice to me) Attorney, Paul Harrington, of 
LUKINS AND ANNIS P.S. to enter in and join in the Legally 'Built' Implied 
Constructive Trust ''NATHAN DAVID YOUNG", the record in fact reflects that 
said trust entity has no interest in and no standing in our thirty two (32) acre 
project nor in this case whatsoever, a breach of Civil Rule 17, which raises the 
question of whether Judges Steve Yerby and James R. Michaud erred and/or 
abused their discretion'(s). "PE" E. 10-11. all. " 
7. By allowing (without notice to me) Attorney Paul R. Harrington P.S., of 
LUDINS AND ANNIS P.S. to breach State of Idaho Civil Rules 11 and 17. This 
was done by entering two legally built trusts into the case, while having no first-
hand knowledge of the facts - on June 8th AD 2009 - the Petition and Summons 
tells who the true parties are, and the record reflects no evidence in support of said 
trusts having any interest's in this case whatsoever, which raises the question of 
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whether the Court and/or Judge Steve Yerby erred and/or abused their 
discretion'(s). "R" "Vol. 1 p. 001-007. all." ; "PE" E. 20. all." 
8. By allowing someone (I could not hear who) to join in, (appear by phone) no 
prior notice (private secret Ex parte meeting) at the June 1 ?1h scheduled Status 
Hearing (not a Motion Hearing), this was done without prior notice to me and 
without prior approval by me, breach of your Rule 7 (b) (4) ( I was not joined), I 
could not hear and no one else in the audience could hear a word or if anyone 
was really on the phone, raises the question of whether retired fill-in Judge, James 
R. Michaud, erred and /or abused his discretion. "PE" E. 10-11. all. " 
9. By granting a (supposed) Motion (that could not be heard by anyone) to cancel 
the hearing, a scheduled Status Hearing, while in a private - Ex parte hearing by 
phone (if anyone was on the phone), raises the question of whether retired fill-in 
Judge, James R. Michaud, erred and/or abused his discretion. "PE" E. 10-11. all." 
10. By ordering the clerk of the court to "convert" the True Plaintiff, Terry-Lee, 
to a Legally "Built" Trust entity [TERRY-LEE] in the minuets of the June 17th AD 
2009 Hearing, (see the record) was a breach of the State of Idaho Rule 17 
regarding the True Parties of Interest. This raises the question of whether retired 
fill-in Judge, James R. Michaud, erred and/or abused his discretion. "PE" El 8.all" 
11. By as signing the case to Judge John T. Mitchell, when he knew that I, Terry-
Lee, had previously prejudiced said Judge in Bonner County, Case # 
CV200901344, from "ever" hearing any case I started from that day forward, the 
record fail's to reflect that said Judge relied upon any findings of fact or 
J ~ 
conclusions of law, which raises the question of whether Administrative Judge, 
John Patrick Luster, erred and/or abused his discretion. "PE" E. 27. all. " 
12. By creating false documents with names of legally Built trusts on them that 
have no standing in this case whatsoever, a violation of my Right to my own 
existing True Christian name ( acknowledgment there of) secured by the First 
Amendment to the Supreme Law of the Land (my Spiritual [Religious] Belief)and 
is also a breach of the State of Idaho Bill of Rights and Idaho Civil Rule 17, raises 
the question of whether Administrative Judge, John Patrick Luster, erred and/or 
abused his discretion. "PE" E. 27. all. " 
13. By accepting his appointment to this case, while knowing and remembering 
the fact that I had served him a "Blistering Prejudice" in Bonner Case # 
CV200901344 from "ever" hearing any case I start in the State of Idaho, raises 
the question of whether Judge John T. Mitchell erred and/or abused his discretion. 
"PE" E. 2 7. all. " 
14. By knowingly and willingly creating false documents and entering them into 
the case file, showing Legally Built Trusts instead of the living, breathing 
Being(s) that are the True parties, caused a breach of the State of Idaho Code, 
Civil Rule 17 which raises the question of whether Judge John T. Mitchell erred 
and/or abused his discretion. "R" "Vol. 1. p. 67-68. all." 
15. By signing the "Order for Entry of Default", in his chambers, on January 
5th AD 2010, when he knew that I was not served at my True location ( last known 
J er 
address), clearly shown on the upper left comer of the original Petition and 
original Summons as is reflected in the record , raises the question of whether 
Judge John T. Mitchell erred and/or abused his discretion. "R" "Vol. l .p. 67-68." 
16. Right after he signed and issued the "Notice of Order of Default", on January 
5th AD 2010, he failed to order or require the claimed Defendant's attorney to serve 
a True copy of said Default to my True and Correct location (last known address) 
so that I might receive post and/or lawful due service of process. My True and 
current location is the same as indicated on the upper left comer of the original 
Petition and original Summons, and is reflected in the record, which raises the 
question of whether Judge John T. Mitchell erred and/or abused his discretion. 
"R" "Vol. 1. p. 67-68. all." ; "R" "Vol. 1. p. 001-007. all." 
17. By failing to order the clerk of the court to send me a true copy of the Notice 
of Order of Default, he signed on January 5th AD 2010 (as he did do on the June 
2nd AD 2010 Order of Default Judgment) - (with a yellow sticky note to the 
Clerk), I could not respond to orders that I did not receive at my "last known 
address", which raises the question of whether Judge John T. Mitchell erred and/or 
abused his discretion. "R" "Vol. 1. p. 99-102. " 
18. When at the June 1st AD 2010 hearing he said "I don't see a copy of the 
Summons in my file." "Counselor, do you have a copy?" ("Yes, I do.") "Could I 
see it?" ("Yes, your honor.") The Judge looked at it then there was silence. He 
said nothing, even though he could clearly see that the address on the Summons 
was the exact same address as the one on the original Petition (my last known 
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address). It was evident that the attorney hadn't sent a notice of the hearing to my 
Last Known address. Although this was a gross error by the claimed defendant's 
attorney, the Judge failed to order the claimed defendants attorney to correct his 
error by sending the Notice of Default Judgment Hearing to the true Plaintiff and 
then reschedule the hearing so I could attend. This was a breach of "Last Known 
Address", Civil Rule 4 (a) (2) and 5 (a) (b), which raises the question of whether 
Judge John T. Mitchell erred and/or abused his discretion. See Addendum C-D, 
listen to the attorney Judge conversation not in the transcript. 
19. By agreeing to the unsupported [false] claims of the value ( the record reflects 
no supporting evidence of said false claims) of our Project on the proposed Order 
of Judgment, when he clearly saw the lack of qualified supporting evidence, 
nothing entered into the evidence side of this case (no MAI appraisal), raises the 
question of whether Judge John T. Mitchell erred and/or abused his discretion. 
"R" "Vol. 1 p. 18-30. all." 
20. "For the reason" that Judge John T. Mitchell agreed to and signed the Order of 
Judgment on June 2nd AD 2010 when he knew that I hadn't received a copy of the 
Notice of Hearing and he didn't give me a courtesy call as he had done for the 
claimed defendant's attorneys (then he put a little yellow sticky note on the Order 
of Judgment telling the Clerk to be sure and send a true copy of it to my true, last 
known address, the same one that is on my original Petition and original Summons 
which he just ignored at the same hearing, raises the question of whether Judge 
John T. Mitchell erred and/or abused his discretion. "R" "Vol. 1. p. 99-102. all." 
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21. By failing to make a ruling on LUKENS & ANNIS PS, thru their attorney -
Michael D. Schmidt, for failing to file a return of Writ of Habeas Corpus - dated 
August 2nd AD 2010,which the record reflects, raises the question of whether 
Judge John T. Mitchell erred and/or abused his discretion. "R" "Vol. p. 112-115." 
22. By failing to make a ruling on LUKINS & ANNIS PS, thru their attorney -
Michael D. Schmidt, for failing to file a return of Writ of Habeas Corpus dated 
September 23rd AD 2010, which the record reflects, raises the question of whether 
Judge John T. Mitchell erred and/or abused his discretion. "R" "Vol. 1.p.155-169 
23. When reviewing Judge Mitchell's memorandum, "Decision and Order", 
denying plaintiffs motions dated September 30th AD 2010, there are a number of 
assertions I object to, including procedural history and background. 
A. I cannot refuse post or lawful process that does not come to my "last 
known address" and I cannot refuse to open post or lawfu.1 process that does not 
come to my "last known address" which has never changed from June 8th AD 
2009 to this very day! "R" "Vol. 1. p. 001-003." 
B. Michael G. Schmidt filed an "opposition to motion to vacate judgment" 
with a supporting affidavit when he in fact has no first hand knowledge to make 
such an affidavit, which I object to. 
C. The sui-juris, Terry-Lee, is with the lack of starting this case as a "pro-se". 
I, in fact, started this case as a "in solo propria natura" Being , non subragee to any 
legally built trust, no trusteeship capacity whatsoever. "R" "Vol. 1. p. 33-66. all." 
D. My "last known address" is with the lack of receiving a "Notice of Intent to 
take Default" nor any "Notice of Default" as stated in Idaho Civil Rules 
of Procedure, Rule 4 (a) (2) and Rule 5 (a) (b). The first documents I received 
started June 5th A.D. 2010, from a claimed defendant that has no interest in this 
case at all. "R" "Vol. 1. p. 001-007." 
E. If I would have known about or received said "Notice of Default", issued 
January 5th AD 20 I 0, I would have promptly and timely responded to it as I did 
with the "Notice of Default Judgment" I received at my "last known address" on 
June 5th AD 2010, ( because of the little yellow sticky note to the Clerk) by the 
Judge. Which correctly reflected my true last known address. "R" "Vol. l .p.99-102 
F. I received nothing at all at my "last known address" until I received the said 
"Notice of Default Judgment" on June 5th AD 20 I 0. Which was the first document 
to reflect my true last known address. "R" "Vol. 1. p. 99-102. all. " 
G. The above six issues as stated, raise the question('s) of whether Judge John 
T. Mitchell erred and/or abused his discretion and/or held "secret ex parte" 
meetings to overcome the non represented litigant. The record clearly fails to 
reflect any delegation of authority for anyone to change, alter or amend my true 
last known address and/or my true name. 
24. By his signing and issuing his order, "Denying Plaintiffs Motions", based on 
my claim of his errors and/or abuses in his "Memorandum Decisions", dated 
September 30th AD 2010, raises the question of whether Judge, John T. Mitchell 
erred and/or abused his discretion(s) of who the true party's in fact are. Civil 
Rule 17. "R" "Vol. 1. p. 176-183. all. " 
25. Said Judge knows for a fact that Terry-Lee, the sui-juris, living Being, is with 
the lack of any contract binding him to said "Legally Built" Trust - whatsoever. 
By signing his "Order Denying" (the 'Legally Built" Trust), [TERRY-LEE'S] 
motions and/or requests, filed March 9th AD 2011, raises the question of whether 
Judge John T. Mitchell erred and/or abused his discretion willfully and purposely? 
(Judge Benjamin Simpson is the only Judge that has acknowledged who I am, how 
my name is correctly spelled and caused everyone to acknowledge my true last 
known address. Why is he the only one)? When all the rest have been duly 
noticed. "R" "Vol. 2. p. 394-395. " 
26. By failing to accept the claimed defendants "Notice of Non-Attendance and 
Opposition", filed March 24th AD 2011 and when the claimed defendant and his 
attorney failed to appear at the April 1th AD 2011 scheduled hearing, said Judge at 
said hearing called and called (four times) until he got through to said attorney 
and then asked him if he wanted to join in by phone. (He should have defaulted 
him )The record reflects no evidence of said Judge, not once, ever trying to call me 
to ask if I wanted to join in 'any' hearing to this day - whatsoever. Surely, these 
were acts of prejudice against me which raises the question of whether Judge John 
T. Mitchell erred and/or abused his discretion. See Addendum C-D of hearing. 
27. By failing to acknowledge and accept as Truth and Fact, my Judicial notice of 
Idaho Evidence Rule 201, (Evidence in the record), of my existing True Christian 
Appellation and my True and Correct "Last Known Address" to receive Post 
and/or Lawful Process and my True capacity as a sui-juris Living Being (always 
without UNITED STATES - as reflected in your 28 USC 1746-1), the public 
servant(s) just flat denied the plaintiff the Right to come forward in his true and 
correct name and last known address and failed to provide any law and/or Order 
giving them the right to do such, which raises the question of whether Judge John 
T. Mitchell erred and/or abused his discretion. "R" "Vol. 2. p. 255-268." 
28. By failing to acknowledge and accept as Truth and Fact my Judicial Notice -
Idaho Evidence Rule ER 201, of who the two true buyers and owners were and as 
are reflected on all of the closing documents Warranty Deed and Deed of Trust 
of said project and which are correctly reflected on the original Petition and 
Summons, raises the question of whether Judge John T. Mitchell erred and/or 
abused his discretion. "R" "Vol. 2. p. 269-287. " 
29. By failing to accept as Truth and Fact, the Market Values and supporting 
Affidavits by the two experienced, Idaho licensed, realtors (brokers) of the value 
of the 32 (thirty-two) acre project in question and presented by my Judicial Notice 
(and entered into evidence), Idaho Evidence Rule ER 201, & ER 103 (a) (2) (d) 
by Offer of Proof, ( Haines v. Kerner 404 U.S. 519 (1972)), raises the question of 
"R" "Vol. 2. p. 298-312. "whether Judge John T. Mitchell erred and/or abused 
his discretion. 
30. By signing his "Order Denying [TERRY-LEE's]-(a Legally Built Trust) 
Motions and/or requests", filed March 9th AD 2011, when said Judge, definitely, 
knows my existing True Christian Appellation (name) and he absolutely knows my 
"Last Known Address", location to receive post and/or Lawful process - he 
willfully and intentionally changed, altered and/or amended my name and 
location and committed acts of conversion and forced servitude to dead, fiction, 
Trusts on paper. I believe he did so, willfully, purposely and intentionally, the 
said above acts because of the "Blistering Prejudice" I served on him for what he 
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did to me in Bonner County case #CV200901344, which raises the question(s) of 
whether Judge John T. Mitchell erred and/or abused his discretion and/or 
committed acts of Judicial misconduct? "R" "Vol. 2. p. 394-395." 
3 1. By failing to default and/or sanction the claimed defendant, thru his attorney 
of LUKINS & ANNIS PS for failing to appear on their own, without the Judges 
help, at the scheduled Hearing, April 1th AD 2011, raises the question of whether 
Judge John T. Mitchell erred and/or abused his discretion and/or prejudiced Terry-
Lee, by his acts and actions? "R" "Vol. 3. p. 500-503. " 
32. By not calling me on June I st AD 2010, at the beginning of the "Default 
Judgment Hearing", Judge Mitchell purposely set the stage for me to be prejudiced 
and/or damaged by not canceling said hearing and not requiring the claimed 
defendant's attorney to send me a "Notice of Default Judgment Hearing" to my 
True and correct "Last Known Address". Judge Mitchell further, purposely and 
intentionally set the stage for me to be prejudiced, ruled against and/or damaged, 
which raises the question of whether Judge John T. Mitchell erred and/or abused 
his discretion or if it was done willfully and purposely? "R" "Vol. l. p. 98. all. " 
3 3. By declaring and issuing a "Default Judgment" against a "Legally Built 
Implied Trust" - [TERRY-LEE], for over $371,000.00 without even one shred of 
evidence entered into the evidence side of this case, supporting said claim of 
$371,000.00 and no evidence whatsoever that said Trust has any interest in my 
thirty-two (32) acre project and then giving my one-half (50%) interest in said 
project to another "Legally Built Implied Trust" called "NATHAN DAVID 
:< I,,, 
YOUNG" without one shred of evidence in the evidence side of this case, that said 
Trust had any ownership in or right to join this case, raises the question(s) of 
whether Judge John T. Mitchell erred and/or abused his discretion or willfully 
committed Judicial Misconduct? "R" "Vol. 1. p. 18-30." 
34. By failing to acknowledge and accept as truth and fact my Judicial notice 
Idaho Civil Rule 201, as to the exhibits I entered into the evidence side of the 
record, Showing that I attempted to negotiate with my true partner "Nathan-David" 
for over one year prior to taking him to Court for a just remedy, a trial to divide 
the property (32 acres) by perfected evidence, which raises the question of 
whether Judge John T. Mitchell erred and/or abused his discretion. "R" "Vol. 2. 
p. 343-359. " 
35. By failing to declare that my presumptions against retired fill-in Judge, James 
R. Michaud and/or JAMES R. MICHAUD as being truth and fact when the record 
reflects that said Judge failed to respond, nor rebut, nor object to my said 
presumptions against him and /or it, raises the question of whether Judge John T. 
Mitchell erred and/or abused his discretion. "R" "Vol. 3. p. 434-439." 
36. By failing to declare that my presumption against the Bonner County Clerk, 
Marie Scott and/or MARIE SCOTT as being Truth and Fact when the record 
reflects that said Marie and/or MARIE failed to respond to, nor rebut, nor object 
to my said presumptions against her and/or it, raises the question of whether Judge 
John T. Mitchell erred and/or abused his discretion. "R" "Vol. 3. p. 440-445." 
37. By failing to declare that my presumptions against Judge Steve Yerby and/or 
STEVE YERBY as being Truth and Fact when the record reflects that said Steve 
and/or STEVE failed to respond, nor rebut, nor object to my said presumptions 
against him and or it, raises the question of whether Judge John T. Mitchell erred 
and/or abused his discretion. "R" "Vol. 3. p. 459-464. " 
38. By failing to declare that my presumptions against attorney Michael D. 
Schmidt and/or MICHAEL D. SCHMIDT as being Truth and Fact when the record 
reflects that said Michael and/or MICHAEL failed to respond to, nor rebut, nor 
object to my said presumptions against him and/or it, raises the question of 
whether Judge John T. Mitchell erred and/or abused his discretion. "R" "Vol. 3. 
p. 453-458." 
39. By denying to accept my objections to his "Order Denying (the Implied 
Trusts) - [TERRY-LEE's] Motions and requests, filed for on March 28th AD 2011 
hearing, when he definitely knows my true & correct name and correct " last 
known address " which severely prejudiced me, raises the question of whether 
Judge John T. Mitchell erred and/or abused his discretion. "R" "Vol. 3. p. 465-
470." 
40. By failing to declare that my presumptions against attorney Paul Harrington 
and/or PAUL HARRINGTON as being Truth and Fact when the record reflects 
that said Paul and/or PAUL failed to respond to, nor rebut, nor object to my said 
presumptions against him and/or it, raises the question of whether Judge John T. 
Mitchell erred and/or abused his discretion. "R" "Vol. 3. p. 446-452. " 
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41 . By failing to declare that my presumptions against my True and Correct 
Partner, "Nathan-David" as Truth and Fact when the record reflects that said 
partner did not respond to, nor rebut, nor object to my presumptions filed against 
him, raises the question of whether Judge John T. Mitchell erred and/or abused 
his discretion. "R" "Vol. 3. p. 471-483." 
42. By failing to accept the testimony's (under Oath) of myself and three 
witnesses Lynn Williams, George Cook and Larry Witt as Truth and Fact, when 
the record reflects that the claimed defendant failed to appear and failed to 
respond, nor rebut, nor object to said Testimonies, raises the question of whether 
Judge John T. Mitchell erred and/or abused his discretion. "PE" E. 12 & 13. all." 
43. By failing to follow Idaho Rule 9 (b) and denying to protect my Substantive 
Rights secured by the Constitution of the State of Idaho and the Constitution of the 
State of Washington and my Rights Freedoms and Liberties secured and protected 
by The Supreme Law of the Land (include the first ten articles in amendment there 
to) AD 1789, AD 1791, raises the question of whether Judge John T. Mitchell 
erred and/or abused his discretion. 
44. By failing to (from day one) ( I was denied a status hearing) order all parties 
to this instant case, to adhere to my Existing True and Correct Christian 
Appellation (name) (a matter of res judicata ) and adhere to my Long time 
existing True and Correct Location (my last known address) to receive post and/or 
Lawful process which the docket, the record reflects that has never changed from 
June 8th AD 2009 to this day, raises the question of whether Judge John T. 
Mitchell erred and/or abused his discretion. "R" "Vol. 1. p. 33-63." 
45. By failing to protect, uphold and defend my God given, unalienable Rights, 
Freedoms, Liberties and my Right to the Pursuit of Happiness (Property), secured 
by his contract with me, his Oath and Affirmation, which he confirmed by raising 
his Right hand and Affirming then by placing his autograph their on, for the 
office of District Court Judge and the Office of Administrative District Court 
Judge, raises the question of whether Judge John T. Mitchell erred and/or abused 
his discretion. 
46. Why does everyone think they have the right to change alter or amend the 
plaintiffs existing true christain name and/or my true last known address at will? 
4 7. Newly discouverd evidence . When reading the transcripts, I found that the 
reporters left a number of words out. So I'm submitting a C-D of each hearing as 





A.D. 2010, For Cause I paid the fee and started the case# CV 
200900788, a civil action to dissolve a Private Ecclesiastical contract and divide 
the real property assets, owned (50/ 50) in Bonner County, Idaho. 
To this day my true partner Nathan-David, as is reflected on said initiating petit 
ion and Summons and on all documents entered into evidence by Rule E.R. 103 
(a) (2) (d )as an Offer of Proof. Which clearly shows that said true and correct 
party, defendant Nathan-David has failed to enter, appear,join or intervene into 
this case as the same capacity he was in our private contract what so ever. 
The docket, the record, the evidence side of this case fails to show any reflect-
ion of, any acknowledgment of or any Judicial determination of based on findings 
of facts and conclusions of law proving that the true defendant "Nathan-David" 
has ever entered, appeared, joined in or intervened into this case whatsoever. 
As of today's date the record fails to reflect any Judicial Notice, court order, or 
request changing the true party's of interest in this case. 
Since I am a 50% owner partner of our Private Ecclesiastical Contract, I have 
no Right nor authority to change any part of our said contract whatsoever and 
neither does the other 50% owner Nathan-David, with out a mutual agreed to 
change or modification. Which includes any changes in the spelling of the names 
and/or addresses of said two partners. Any such change alters who the party's 
are in said contract. 3) 
My Argument on My Issues 
1. I put my exact True and Correct name and my True and Correct location to 
receive post and lawful process on the original Petition an the original 
Summons. To this very day, both have never changed, not even one letter or 
number of such whatsoever, which is my correct and only, Last Known 
Address. Which the record reflects the Clerk has failed to comply with. ( See 
Civil Rule 4 (a) (2) & 5 (a) (b)) and Civil Rule 17. "R" "Vol. 1 p. 1 & 6. 
2. No one but no one gave me prior notice that Judge Steve Yerby, to whom 
the case was assigned, was going to be replaced by retired fill-in Judge, James 
R. Michaud. I, therefore, had no opportunity to file an affidavit of prejudice 
against him before he sat in for and converted the "Status Conference Hearing" 
to a motion hearing by an ex parte phone conversation , which was turned into a 
motion hearing without prior notice to me and said Judge failed to take an Oath 
to said case "R" "Vol. 1. p. 1-25." 
3. No one but no one gave notice that an attorney was going to be calling in and 
appear for the claimed defendant and then have an ex parte, private conversation 
with the retired fill-in Judge, James R. Michaud who did not put the conversation 
on speaker phone so I could hear it. Then the said Judge accepted a motion to 
cancel the scheduled Status Hearing, which was not a Motion Hearing and the 
presumed motion could not be heard "Tr" "Vol. 1. P. 3. L.12." 
4. The record reflects that No one, not anyone has any delegation of authority, 
whatsoever, to change, alter and/or amend my existing ( duly noticed to all) True 
Christian Appellation (name) nor my present and same location (address) to 
receive post and/or lawful process nor change who the true parties are. Yet, all four 
of the Judges, The Clerk and the claimed defendant's attorneys have willfully 
changed, altered and/or amended my name and my location (Last Known 
Address) as to their wants and desires of which are breaches of my Due Process of 
Law and Equal Protections of the Law, my Rights, Freedoms and Liberties without 
my prior consent or my prior approval. (breach of Idaho Civil Rules of Procedures 
4 (a) (2) & 5 (a) (b), Civil Rules 11 & 17), and my Right's secured by the 
Supreme Law of the Land, Including the Bill of Rights. Said Judges and said 
attorneys are in fact agents of the Court bound by Ethics Rules. Which they all 
breached multiple times. "R" "Vol. 1, p. I - 6." 
5. I have been denied due process because I was denied an opportunity to file an 
Affidavit of Prejudice against said Retired fill-in Judge, James R. Michaud. Prior 
to the June 17th A.D. 2009 hearing. "Tr" "Vol. 1. p. 4. L. 19. " 
6. I raised the issues of breach, of Idaho Civil Rule 11 and Rule 17, by the 
defendants attorneys, multiple times, but neither Judge Michaud or Judge Mitchell 
ever addressed those issues. If I had been noticed that Judge Mitchell was going 
to be appointed to this case, I would have prejudiced him immediately. "R" "Vol. 
1. p. 136. L. 24-26. " 
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7. Judge Mitchell should have never accepted sitting on this case when he was 
in receipt of my "Blistering Prejudice" against him ever sitting on any case I 
started in Idaho, in ( case # CV2900901344 ), which means that he had knowledge 
that I did not want him to sit on any case I started. I didn't know he was appointed 
to this case until after he ruled on June 2nd AD 2010 and ordered the Clerk and the 
Court to send me a copy of the said "Default Judgment" to my correct Last Known 
Address (by a little yellow sticky note) which has never changed to this day. 
"R" "Vol. 1. p. 99-100. all. " 
8. With prior knowledge of my True and Correct location (last known address) to 
receive legal process, Judge Mitchell signed and issued his 'Order of Default' 
in his chambers knowing that I was not served the answer and counter claim, nor 
any notices leading up to said January 5th AD 2010 'Order ofDefault'.which is 
c1early shown on the original Petition and original Summons, (a breach of Civil 
Rules 4 (a) (2) & (5) (a) (b) ). "R" "Vol. I. p. 67-68." 
9. At the June 1st AD 2010 Default Judgment hearing, Judge Mitchel] saw and 
heard that the defendants attorney did not send the notice of judgment hearing to 
Terry-Lee's True and Correct location (last known address) as he knew was on the 
original Petition and original Summons and yet he sat there and said nothing ( see 
transcript). Then after he signed the Order of Judgment, he put a (little yellow 
sticky) note on it (a note to the Clerk) to be sure and send a copy to my actual, 
True and Correct location to receive post by due process. This was a blatant 
prejudice against me "Why didn't he want me at that hearing?" "R" "Vol. 1 p. 
100. L. 18-25." 
10. As to the true value of the said thirty-two (32) acre project in question, there is 
only one way to determine its 'true value' and that is to have an MAI appraisal 
done. The claimed defendants "claimed value of $415,000.00" has absolutely no 
supporting evidence in the record whatsoever. It amounted to pure speculation by 
will full concealment of true facts. My claim of $1,500,000.00 was determined by 
two separate, Idaho licensed, Brokers from Exit and Windermere Real-estate 
Companies. Since the case was started, on June 8th AD 2009, an MAI appraisal 
should have been done as of July I st AD 2009. If the Appeals Court orders a trial 
be done, then a current MAI appraisal of the property should be done at the end if 
not prior to that trial to be fair to both sides also a breach of Civil Rule 402. "R" 
"Vol. 2. p. 298-312. all. " 
11. Soria V Sierra Pacific Airline Inc., 111 Idaho 594 - 729 P2d 706 (1986) 
("wise appellate review should only require the ordering of a new trial where there 
is a probability that a different result would occur upon the completion of the new 
trial"). There never was a trial, but if there would have been one - the true value 
of our project, as of July 1st AD 2009, when the ( claimed defendant ) made his 
"False and erroneous" and "purely speculative" claim of value at $415,000.00, a 
trial would have proven that the project was in fact worth no less than 
$1,500,000.00 +,byway of an MAI appraisal. "R" "Vol. 2. p. 298-312. all." 
If I would have had the finances in July of AD 2009 - the MAI appraisal would 
have been done. Retrospective - meaning the records of listings and sales as of 
July 1st AD 2009 are still available. As I'm writing this brief, I'm still trying to 
borrowed the money's to have an MAI appraisal done to establish the True Value 
of our said thirty-two (32) acre project so the Truth can be brought forward. 
12. The claimed defendant purposely put a "low-ball" value on said project in 
(his) it's counter claim so (he) it could get a judgment that was not due (him) it 
(Unjust Enrichment) by concealment of facts. (His) It's claimed value has 
absolutely no evidence of any kind whatsoever backing or supporting ,in the 
record, said claimed value of $415,000.00. To me, it's clearly fraud upon the 
Court and fraud upon me - the plaintiff. I still have eighty percent of the evidence 
on said project in my possession that has not seen a trial and is still waiting for "R" 
one. "Vol. 1. p. 88-92. all. ". 
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14. It is error to enter Judgment without submission of evidence (to the record) to 
sustain the claimed value of ($415.000.00) to our thirty-two (32) acre project. No 
evidence was entered at all supporting said claimed value, by the claimed to be 
defendant. Hemminger V. Parks, 37 Idaho 464,216 P-1042 (1923). "R" "Vol. 1. 
p. 88-92. all. " 
15. When he failed to order all parties under plaintiffs presumptions to answer 
such Judge Mitchell allowed relevant evidence to be concealed from the record. 
An abuse of discretion. "R" ''Vol. 3. p. 434-483. all." 
16. In Rule 55 (b) (1) it says - a default Judgment must contain written 
certification of the Name of the party, against whom Judgment is requested and the 
address most likely to give the (defendant) party notice of such default Judgment 
and the Clerk shall use such address in giving such party Notice of Judgment. 
Which was not done, until the little yellow sticky note from Judge Mitchell on 
June 2nd A.D. 2010. "R" "Vol. 1. p. 99-102. all." 
17. Rule 55 (b) (2) In order to enable the court to enter judgment, it is necessary 
to establish the Truth of any averment by evidence or to make an investigation of 
any other matter necessary. The court may conduct such hearings or order such 
references (such as an MAI appraisal) as it deems necessary and proper. The court 
did not do the above mentioned. The Court had not one shred of evidence to rely 
on to issue the Default nor the Default Judgment. Olson V. Kirkham, 111 Idaho 
34, 720 P-2d 217 ( ct. App. 1986) also see Newbold V. Arvidson, 105 Idaho 663, 
666, 672 P-2d 231, 234 (1983 )(Ct. App. 1983 ), also Waller V. State Dept of Health 
and Welfare, 146 Idaho 234, 237 n dash:38 (2008), 192 P-3d 1058, 1061. "R" 
"Vol. 1. p. 88-92. all. " 
18. A Judgment can be set aside when the mistake alleged is one of fact. (No 
evidence in support of claimed loss of $371.000.00), to this date said project has 
not been sold, so no loss has been incurred. Which is unjust enrichment . 
Newbold V. Arvidson, 105 Idaho 663, 672 P-2d 231 (1983), and an incorrect 
measure of damages & 347.(a) (b) ©, subject to limitations at & & 350-53. 
19. In determining whether to set aside a default Judgment, the Court of Appeals 
must apply a standard of liberality rather than strictness and give the party attempting to 
vacate the default, the benefit of a genuine doubt. Johnson V. Pioneer Title Co., 104 
Idaho 727,662 P-2d 1171 (Ct. App. 1983) 
.20. The claimed defendant's Affidavits in Support of claims on accretions that 
have (had) not one shred of evidence in support and were in fact made in bad faith 
with unclean hands. Idaho Rule 56 (g) 
21. Rule 59 (a) New Trial (I was denied a Trial). I, Terry-Lee, truly believe that 
I could not have produced an MAI appraisal during my Motion for Void Judgment 
and reconsideration(s) because I did not have the funds ($4,000 cost) at that time. 
Judge Mitchell could have ordered one, so he would have had the Truth of the 
True Value of our thirty-two (32) acre project before he signed the Order of 
Default Judgment. He chose to accept a purely speculative claim that had no 
supporting evidence whatsoever. 
22. The Court may exercise its discretion in determining whether additional 
evidence is necessary, Olson V. Kirkham, 111 Idaho 34, 720 P-2d 217 (ct. App. 
1986). Judge Mitchell erred, by not ordering an MAI appraisal, the only way to 
prove said 32 acre projects true value. Also a breach of Rule E.R. 402. 
23. In Cement Mason's - Employers Trust V. Davis, 107 Idaho 1131, 695 P-2d 
1270 (Ct. App.1985), the Court talked about all, well pleaded, factual allegations in 
the complaint. The claimed defendant did not make "factual" allegations. The 
claimed defendant failed to supply the court with (not even) one shred of evidence 
supporting his claimed value of $415,000.00, no documents of any kind showing 
how much moneys and capitol invested or spent by both partners on the project 
and no documents verifying the True value, such as a regular appraisal or an MAI 
appraisal - just purely speculative figures. I invested over $ 600,000.00 in capital, 
that has never been accounted for. "R" "Vol. 1. p. 88-92. all. " 
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24. In asking for fees, assert 112-120 as stated in, Eighteen Mike Ranch V. 
Nord Excavating and Paving Inc. 141 Idaho 716-1 would appreciate just costs. 
25. Rule 55 (9) (1) was not achieved because the Plaintiffs "last known address" 
was not used. The Plaintiff was not served any notice of Default nor any 3 day 
notice. 3 7 ( d) fails for the same reason, no service to Last Known Address. 
26. Appeal ability of refusing to set aside is 8 A.L.R. 3D 1272, which applies 
27. Civil contempt may apply against the claimed Defendant and/or his attorneys. 
14 A.R. 2D 580, for unlawful intervention by a trust entity. 
28. No notice was sent to the True Plaintiff and to the True Plaintiffs "Last 
Known Address" most likely to reach said Plaintiff, notice of such an Order of 
Default nor Order of Default Judgment until the Judge put a small yellow sticky 
note to the Clerk on the Order of Default Judgment, then it reached the Plaintiff. 
"R" "Vol. 1. p. 100. L. 18-25." 
29. Judgments by default are not favored and the general rule in doubtful cases to 
grant relief from the default in order to reach a Judgment on the merits (by a 
Trial). Johnson V. Pioneer Title Co., 104 Idaho 727, 662 P-2d 1171. 
30. The party, moving to set aside a default Judgment, must not only meet 
the requirements of I.R.C.P. 60(b) but must also plead facts which if, (they be in a 
trial) established, would constitute a defense to the action, such as lack of service 
to last known address. Olsen V. Kirkham, 111 Idaho, 34, 720 P-2d 217 (Ct. App. 
1986) also Baldwin V. Baldwin, 114 Idaho 525, 757 P-2d 1244 (Ct. App. 1988) 
Standard of Liberality 
30. I should be granted a Trial, based on Rule 59 (a) (4), (5), (6) & (7). My 
factual grounds are in this Appeal Brief and all the evidence and testimonies I 
placed into the evidence side of this case by ER 103 (a) (2) (d), Offer of Proof, 
supported by Haines V. Kerner 404 U.S. 519 (1972). 
These show I started said project, later brought in Nathan-David as a 50/50 
partner, My capital contributions by way of my work, money's, intellectual 
properties, value of the land and the said project at closing , which vastly exceeds 
The claimed defendants purely speculative opinion(s), all being a meritorious 
defense to the claimed defendants counter claims. "R" "Vol. 1. p. 18-30. all. " 
31. A [new] Trial would in fact produce a different result. Heits V. Carroll, 11 7 
Idaho 373, 788 P-2d 188 ( 1990). The ends of Justice would be served by vacating 
the Default Judgment and order a Trial where all of the facts and evidence can be 
entered to determine the Merits of a Just decision Litchfield V. Nelson, 122 
Idaho 416,835 P-2d651 (Ct. App. 1993). 
32. My inability to produce evidence, an MAl commercial appraisal costing 
($4,000), I did not have the funds but if I could have had said appraisal done, it 
would have proven a dramatically different value of our thirty-two (32) acre 
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project, as of July I st AD 2009. Davidson's Air Service Inc. V. Montierth, 119 
Idaho 991,812 P-2d 298 (Ct. App. 1990). 
33. In this appeal, I bring forward multiple issues of missconduct (willful) 
which did occur, as said in, Sloahaug V. Allstate Ins. Co., 132 Idaho 705, 979 P-
2d (Ct.App. 1990). 
34. There was an incorrect ruling, regarding evidence, (the lack of such) which 
did substantially affect me, see Highland Enters. Inc. V. Barker, 123 Idaho 330, 
986 P-2d 996 (1999). 
35. The issues I've raised in this brief fall in line with factual grounds for a trial, 
see Ernst V. Hemenway & Moser Co., 120 Idaho 941, 821 P-2d, 996 (Ct. App. 
1991 ). Modified, 126 Idaho 980 (1995) (intrinsic evidence inside extrinsic 
evidence is outside the contract). An MAI appraisal is a must. 
36. On Motion and upon such terms as are just, a trial with an MAI appraisal. 
"R" "Vol. 2. p. 298-312. all. " 
37. Rule 59 (a) (4) I could not provide an MAI appraisal because I did not have 
the monies to pay for such and I could not borrow same. An MAI appraisal 
would in fact prove the true value as of July I st AD 2009 for our thirty-two (32) 
acre project and would in fact prove the claimed Defendant's claimed value of 
$415,000.00, as false and a willful concealment of the True value. No supporting 
evidence. "R" "Vol. 1. p. 18-30. all. " 
38. Rule 59 (a) (5) The courts award of taking my one-half (50%) interest of 
said property/project and giving it to a Legally "Built" Trust and then also Levying 
a judgment of $371,000+, against a trust in favor of another trust. ispurely 
speculative, excessive, and an incorrect measure of damages and unjust enrichment 
- when the claimed Defendant, provided not one shred of evidence in support of 
it's purely speculative and unsupported claims, so the record reflects such. "R" 
"Vol. 1. p. 18-30. all. " 
39. Rule 59 (a) (6) The docket nor the record reflects not one article of evidence 
in support of the claimed Defendants claims of monies he spent nor the True value 
of our thirty-two (32) acre project which is - also willful concealment of facts. 
In "R" "Vol. 1. p. 89 # 6." the claimed defendant said" I am an experienced real 
estate investor, but in his deposition in case # CV 201100670 he said just the 
opposite. 
40. Rule 59 (a) Additional evidence, inability to produce evidence, I affirm that I 
did not have the resources nor the finances to pay for an MAI appraisal which 
would have produced the True Value of our thirty-two (32) acre project. 
41. Rule 59 (a) Appellate Review, Role on appeal is not to "re-weigh" but to 
determine a manifest abuse of discretion by the Court. The court had not one 
article of evidence by the claimed defendant to make its rulings on. Litchfield V. 
Nelson, 122 Idaho 416 835 P-2d 651 (Ct. App. 1992). 
42. The court did manifestly abuse its broad discretion by not applying the 
plaintiffs, numerous, articles of evidence entered by - Rule ER 103 (a) (2) (d) an 
Offer of Proof, by accepting the claimed defendants lack of any evidence and no 
Offer of Proof in support of his/its purely speculative claims. Haines vs Kerner 
404 U.S. 519 (1972). 
43. When a trial is ordered, (there wasn't one) the probability of a different result 
is assured when the MAI appraisal is admitted along with the multitude of other 
documents and many more ( over 12 more )witnesses waiting to be questioned. 
Soria V. Sierra Pac Airlines, 11 lldaho 594, 726 P-2d 706 (1986). 
44. The misconduct of the claimed defendant, by willfully and intentionally 
withholding documents, that would prove a different result (no Judgment 
warranted) would have occurred. The claimed defendant entered no evidence at 
all, just unsupported claims and purely speculative allegations . Slaathang V. 
Allstate Inc. Co., 132 Idaho 705 979 P-2d 107 (1999). 
45. Since a (verdict) Judgment can be sustained only to the extent that the amount 
does not exceed the restitutionary interest of the prevailing party, (lack of MAI 
appraisal) the Appeals Court (Trial Judge) correctly exercised its (his) equitable 
powers in directing a re mittitur, reducing the amount of (damages) Judgment, to 
be determined by a completed MAI appraisal. Toews I. Funk, 129 Idaho 316, 924 
P-2d 217 (Ct. App. 1994) 
46. When the Appeals Court reviews the upcoming MAI appraisal, it will Shock 
the courts collective "conscience". It will realize why I continually stress the 
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importance of an MAI appraisal of the thirty-two (32) acre project in question. 
Dinneen V. Finch, 100 Idaho 620,603 P-2d 575 (1979). 
47. This Appeals Court (or Trial Court) has a duty to grant a first-time Trial (a 
Trial) where prejudicial errors of Law and breach of the Court Rules, 
noncompliance with "Last Known Address" (lack of service) have occurred. 
Schaefer V. Ready, 134 Idaho 378, 3 P-3d 56 (Ct. App. 2000). 
48. The Judges determinations (final Order(s)) is against the clear weight of the 
evidence (the defendant submitted not one shred of evidence) and a [new] trial 
would produce a dramatic different result, in this case it definitely would. Heitz 
V. Carroll 117 Idaho 373, 788 P-2d 188 (1990). 
49. Under subdivision 7 of Rule 59 (a), there is factual grounds that the evidence 
was insufficient because the claimed defendant submitted not one article of 
evidence and the court excluded relevant facts ( the court would not commit on all 
articles of evidence submitted by the plaintiff) which means the court erred by 
prejudicing some of the plaintiffs submitted evidence. The Appeals Court should 
remand and order a Trial that the Plaintiff was denied, and allow all evidence and 
testimonies to be entered. Ernst V. Hemenway & Moser Co., 120 Idaho 941, 821 
P-2d 996 (Ct. App. 1991 ). modified, 126 Idaho 980, 895 P-2d 581 (1995). 
50. I, the plaintiff, squarely raised a number of issues, 1. Lack of evidence by 
defendant, 2. Lack of MAI appraisal, 3. No commit on many issues by me, from 
the Judge (his selective commits), 4. Non compliance with "Last Known Address" 
of Plaintiff. A Trial ( of said) would result in a huge difference in finding( s ). 
Nations V. Bonner Bldg. Supply, 113 Idaho 568, 746 P-2d 1927 (Ct. App. 1987). 
51. An attorneys intentional, inflammatory and unfair tactic (breach of "Last 
Known Address") and breach of True "name" to violate the statute Civil Rules of 
Procedure Civil Rule 17, willfully and intentionally multiple times and seriously 
confuse and unfairly prejudice the court (the Judge), should not be tolerated. Such 
tactics require the firm application of I. C. & 10-111, which requires a mis-
determination(s) and leaves no discretion to this court but to correct. 115 Idaho 
628, 769 P-2d 505 (1989). 
52. When refusing me a Trial, Judge Mitchell exercised arbitrary denials and 
impeded the ends of justice and the spirit of the Law which was unwise and a 
manifest abuse of discretion by all of the issues I've raised in this Appeal Brief. 
Baillie V Wallace, 22 Idaho 702, 127 P. 908 (1912). 
53. Specific insufficiency's of evidence (no evidence whatsoever supplied by the 
claimed defendant) did not support his /its claims of monies spent nor value of the 
project leaves the court (Judge) without justifiable and/or sustainable facts to 
support his Order of Default and/or his Order of Default Judgment. Bernier V. 
Anderson, 8 idaho 675, 70 P. 1027 (1902) Palmer V. Northern Pacific Railway, 11 
Idaho 583, 838 947 (1905). 
54. To entitle one to a [new] Trial (I was not allowed a Trial) on the grounds of 
newly discovered evidence. Over a year ago, I got bids of $4,000. to $10,000. for 
an MAI appraisal. I didn't have the funds to be able to order the MAI appraisal. I 
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made a reasonable, diligent, effort to produce the newly discovered evidence to 
this day and I'm still trying to produce said appraisal which would prove the true 
value of our thirty-two (32) acre project being worth more than $1,500,000. on 
55. July 1st AD 2009, contrary to the claimed defendants claim of only $415,000. 
The value as of July 1st AD 2008 was $2,600,000 affirmed by two Licensed Real 
Estate brokers. Boise - Payette Lumber Co. V. Idaho Gold Dredging Corp., 56 
Idaho 660, 58 P-2d 786 (1936) cert. Denied. 
56. Violation of Court Rules by Trial Court and by the Clerk and by all four 
Judges are/should be ground(s) for [new] a Trial. None of those mentioned above 
adhered to my "Last Known Address" except Judge Mitchell's little "yellow 
sticky note" to the Clerk on June 2nd AD 2010. 23 A. L. R. 52. "R" "Vol. 1. p. 
100. all. " 
57. A courts usual discretionary authority to grant or deny a motion, pursuant to 
this section (Rule 60 (b)) may be greatly narrowed (not the four Judges, nor the 
Clerk, nor the claimed defendant and his/its attorneys complied with "True name" 
(Rule 1 7 - True parties ) nor True "Last Known Address" where certain procedural 
Safeguards (Due Process of Law) were not strictly complied with in obtaining the 
Judgment. Deutz -All is Credit Corp. V. Smith, 117 Idaho 118, 785 P-2d 682 (Ct. 
App. (1990). 
58. Rule 55 (a) (2) Where issue of fact is tendered and claimed defendant (and/or 
plaintiff) fails to appear at trial, court should require submission of evidence to 
sustain complaint and it is error to enter judgment without doing so. The record 
'-JI, 
reflects the claimed defendant entered no evidence at a11 to support his counter 
claims. Judgment is Void. Henninger V. Parks, 37 Idaho 464,216 P. 1042 (1923). 
59. Rule 55 (a) (3) This Rule shall not prevent a Trial hearing on any action 
which is at issue. No Answer and Counter Claim, no Notice of Default and no 
Three Day Notice was received at the Plaintiffs true "Last Known Address". 
60. Rule 55 (b) (1) This rule requires the party seeking Judgment to give notice 
to the address most likely to give the opposing party notice. The defendant failed 
to give notice, of any kind, to the True and Correct Last Known Address of the 
True Plaintiff "Terry-Lee". 
61. 51 A.L. R. 2d 837 applies because the claimed defendant failed to provide a 
three-day notice to the true Plaintiffs correct "Last Known Address". 
62. 27 A. L. R. Fed 620 applies because the defendant failed to serve written 
notice of Application for Judgment to the true Plaintiff's correct "Last Known 
Address". 
63. Judgments by default are not favored and the general rule in doubtful cases 
is to grant relief from the default in order to reach a judgment on the merits. Only a 
trial will expose all of the many merits and witness's still available. 
In determining whether a party's conduct constitutes excusable neglect, the courts 
must consider each case in light of its unique facts (Last Known Address) not 
complied with. Baldwin V. Baldwin, 114 Idaho 525, 757 P-2d 1244 (Ct. App. 
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1988)The above give's way to meritorious defense's and a real justifiable 
controversy. 
64. The justifiable controversy is that the United States of America Post Office 
was in fact, in part, turned over to the newly formed U.S. Postal Service - a 
Corporation. It was created to serve Domestic Mail to U.S. Persons and Foreign 
Post to non domestic entities such as Citizens of the Sovereign Republic States 
known as the Union of the Several States. If you make use of WA Zip Code or 
ID Zip Code on your mail, you agree to be under the Jurisdiction of the United 
States, the District of Columbia. If you are foreign to the District of Columbia, 
AKA U.S., you can not make use of Zip Codes, they are a privilege for a Benefit 
in the U.S. I am a Dejure State Citizen Without the U.S. See your 28 U.S.C. 
1746-1 (not 2). 
65. I, Terry-Lee, am a Citizen of The Washington Republic, a country, a 
Sovereign State of the Several Union States. I am with the Lack of Being a citizen 
of D.C. the District of Columbia or a 14th Amendment person. Anyone attempting 
to force me into being a 14th Amendment Person, citizen of D.C. is in fact in 
Breach of the 13th Amendment to the Supreme Law of the Land- Forced 
Servitude. 
66. Under International Postal Codes, there is no Law requiring the use of postal 
Zip Codes, when one is non domestic to UNITED STATES, Postal Code #122 , 
applies. 
67. I used to receive all of my Post by General Delivery, for years, at the Loon -
Lake, Stevens County, Post Office. Then I was cut off, due to the Patriot 
Act. I now use this Box [1084] by forced necessity, against my will, involuntary-
not voluntary. I have Friends, Fellow Country men and Fellow Country woman, 
dejure State Citizens that receive their post by way of General Delivery to this 
day. My True Name and True Location to receive Post, I've had for many years 
as well as being a dejure State Citizen, of one of the 50 Sovereign Republic 
States. 
68. My true and correct name is an exercise of a Liberty, a Right secured by the 
First Amendment to the Supreme Law off the land, in the purview of the 
Declaration of independence A.D. 1776, my deeply held fundamental Spiritual 
Convictions. 
69. I would appreciate being made whole again and a trial date set up. 
Conclusion / Remedy Requested 
I Terry-Lee, always" In Solo Propria Natura" capacity. The true Plaintiff and 
Appellant am seeking a Remedy against the Judges "Order of Default" and his 
" Order of Default Judgment " both issued against a legally " Built " Trust. 
Because of the intervening attorneys misconduct, ethics violations by same and the 
four Judges Judicial Misconduct and the overall Rules violations by the above and the 
fact that the true defendant has never appeared, joined, entered nor intervened in this 
case to date and the fact that not one article of evidence has been entered into the 
evidence side of this case by the True Defendant nor the claimed defendant and 
the on going fifty plus times of breaching my true "Last Known Address" by all, 
which all of the above have wasted the Courts time, and have severely damaged 
the Plaintiff. This supports my Remedy request of: 
Remedy / Requested 
This Appeals Court should remand the case to the district Court with direction to 
awarding back 50% title, unencumbered, to the entire 32 acre project, five legal lots, as 
(is ) was reflected on the original Deed of Trust and Warranty Deed to Plaintiff, with 
my existing true Christian name" Terry-Lee", on title as it was letter for letter, and 
order a trial on the merits of the case. 
In The Alternative 
R fu 1. everse the District Courts Order of Default issued January 5 A.D. 2010, 
and the Order of Default Judgment, issued June 2
nd 
A.D. 2010 and all orders 
denying my Motions to vacate same and the Judges Orders denying my 
motions for Reconsideration. 
2. Remand the case back to the trial Court with instructions to accept and file 
my proposed answers to the counter claims made by a claimed to be , 
defendant (not the true defendant) and proceed as normal to trial. 
3. Require the Clerk of District Court, all Judges assigned to the case and all 
the attorney's, for the ( claimed to be defendant) to use only my" Last Known 
Address " as stated on the original petition and original Summons and as was 
directed to be used by Judge Mitchell, directing the Clerk for mailing the 
"Order of Default Judgment " to me correctly, until if and when I so change 
that address. Just like Judge Benjamin Simpson did in Bonner case# 
CV200900198. 
4. Permit me to file an affidavit of prejudice against Judge Mitchell or direct the 
case to be reassigned to another Judge on remand. Judge Benjamin Simpson has 
heard two other cases on this same 32 acre project recent 
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